STIFTUNG KIRCHENBURGEN
Stiftung der Evangelischen Kirche A.B. in Rumänien

FUNDAȚIA BISERICI FORTIFICATE
a Bisericii Evanghelice C.A. din România

The project Hands on Conservation II is conducted by the Fortified Churches Foundation in
collaboration with the Association P.A.T.R.U., with the financial support of the Chamber of
Architects of Romania and Prince of Wales Foundation.
What is the training about?
Hand on Conservation II is a training workshop focusing on traditional craftsmanship

techniques aiming to enrich the participants with hands on knowledge of traditional practices
used in the restoration and conservation of heritage buildings.

The training is open to students and young professionals with a background in architecture,

engineering, archeology and arts history. The training will take place at the Fortified Church in
Pelisor village, Sibiu County, Romania, from the 19 to 30 August 2019.

The focus of the workshop is the reconstruction of a wooden structure including a staircase,
which provides access to the Gate Tower of the church.
What do we provide?
The Fortified Churches Foundation covers the following:
-

Accommodation costs and meals during the 10 days of training; Accommodation will be

-

Transfer costs from the place of the accommodation to the fortified church will be

arranged in Richis Village, 9km from Pelisor, in the former parish house, in twin rooms;

covered by the Foundation limited to a cap of 100 RON per car, a total of 3 cars, for the
entire period of training;

-

Tools and protection equipment (construction hat, protection glasses and gloves);

-

2 workshop coordinators who will provide guidance to the participants for the entire

-

Training materials and other useful documents relevant to the topic of the workshop

period of training;

sent prior by email.

What do you need?
-

Submit registration form available on website at www.kirchenburgen.org / Activities /

-

Individual travel costs to the training are not covered by the Foundation and must be

-

Working clothes, especially closed shoes/working boots, raincoat.

-

Registration fee of 500 RON (payment and bank account details are provided in the

Current Projects / Hands on Conservation II by 30 June 2019.
supported by each participant;

registration form)
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Training schedule
-

Arrival and check in on 19.08.2019. Lunch and dinner provided;

-

20.08-23.08.2019 Full training days; lunch and dinner provided plus snacks

-

24.08-25.08.2019 Free time; only breakfast provided

-

26.08-29.08.2019 Full training days; lunch and dinner provided plus snacks

-

30.08.2019 – Check-out and departure; only breakfast provided.
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